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FRENCH SCIENCE.

to mathematicians in placing at their disposal English editions
of Lobachevsky's and Bolyai's masterpieces.
R. C. ARCHIBALD.
B R O W N UNIVERSITY,
PROVIDENCE, R.

I.

FRENCH SCIENCE.
Science and Learning in France with a Survey of Opportunities
for American Students in French Universities. An Appreciation by American Scholars. The Society for American
Fellowships in French Universities, 1917. 8vo. 40 + 454
pages. (For sale by A. C. McClurg and Co., Chicago:
cloth, $1.50; stiff paper, $1.00.)
Exposition Universelle et Internationale de San Francisco. La
Science Française. 2 tomes. Paris, Ministère de lTnstruction Publique et des Beaux Arts, 1915. 397 + 405 pages.
L'Histoire des Sciences et les Prétentions de la Science Allemande.
By E. PICARD. Paris, Perrin et Cie., 1916. 12mo. 49
pages. Boards. Price 60 centimes.
THE Society for American Fellowships in French Universities has announced that it is prepared to award ten or more
fellowships, each of one thousand dollars annually, to American
graduate students who undertake to study in French Universities. The fellowships will be given for studies in any of
the following fields of knowledge: anthropology, archaeology,
astronomy, botany (and agriculture), chemistry, criminology,
education, engineering, geography, geology, history, law,
mathematics, medicine, classical philology, oriental philology,
romance philology, Semitic philology, English philology,
philosophy, physics, political science (including economics and
international law), psychology, religion, sociology, and zoology
(including biology).
The awards will be based on nation-wide competition. It
is planned to make the first annual award in the spring of
1918, so that the Fellow may depart for France in July, 1918,
if the war has ended by that time. It has been announced
that a circular of information, giving details as to the persons
eligible, the form of application, and the mode of making the
award, will be ready for distribution to all American institu-

